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.Joseph Plan Up far Approval
By PAUL MAIER, News Executive Editor

Student Body President Robert T. Joseph recently student. participation in _course
1
d
•
.
evaluation and core-curnculum
• d h' bill
b
su mitte
IS
to p ace stu ents on umverslty ev 1 ation programs the Student
committees with full voting privileges to Very Rev .. Re:i~w Board and S~dentWelfare
Paul L. O'Connor, S.J., for Board of Trustee ap- committee merger, and the estab-.
proval. The legislation has already received the lishment of a speakers program by
backing of Student Council.
students, a.s exam_ples of stu~ent
If adopted, the bill will allow

Joseph commented: "Chris and
authorized students to sit on the I felt it was time to put into reality
following committees with full com- a suggestion that has been dismittee privileges: the Academic cussed for over three years.
Council, Admissions Committee,
"The proposal," he continued,
Athletic Board, Fine Arts, Gradu- "is moderate. We are suggesting
ate Scholarship and Fellowship what most forward-looking uniAdvisory Committee; Honors Pro- versities have done four to five
gram, Library Committee, Pre- years ago. The seating of students
legal and Pre-medical Committees; on committees is part of a realistic
Registration Committee, Religious view that students have something
Development Committee, and the to offer in the educational process."
Scholarship Committee.
The aim of the proposal, as outStudents will be appointed to linted by Student Council, Is "to
these committees by the President place students on university comof the University, upon the joint mittees with full voting membership
recommendation of the appropriate and committee privileges In order
vice-president and the Student Body that they might represent the viewpresident.
points of their fellow students."
Ordinarily, a.PP?intments will be
"Students," said Joseph, "have
mad_e at the begmmng o~ each aca- , unique insights into their own
dem1c .year. However, if the. pro- needs which provide a specialqualposal. IS accepted,_ ~tudents _w1ll be ification for their participation in
appomted to pos1tlons durmg the student government. Xavier Unicurrent semester.
versity should adjust its rules,
The legislation was proposed policies, and standards to take into
by Mr. Joseph, who worked it out account the capability of students
with the aid of Chris Mulle, Fr. to assume freedom with responsiPatrick H. Ratterman, and Patrick bility."
J. Nally.
He called attention to recent

action carr1ed out m a responsible
manner.
Chris Mulle stated: "Bob and I
are confident that students who
would participate in this representation will be serious about their
work and their responsibility. Student work on similar projects is a
good indication of our readiness."
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ATTENTION
There will be a meeting of
Xavier University Division of the
Society for The Advancement of
Management on Thursday night
Members of the Student Discount Committee include, standing left to
Feb. 15, 1968 at 6:30p.m. in the
Hearth room of the University right: John Kluska, Ray Kemp, Bill Burl, Tom Horrigan, Ray Blush.
Linus Bieliauskas, Steve Maras and Mark Cleary.
Center.
S.A.M's presidentJerryWessels
said that the 6:30 to 7:30 time will
be used for enrolling new members and for a brief business meet~
ing. At 7:30 the meeting will shift
to the Terrace room for a presentation by four members of the
Young Presidents Club of Cincinnati.
All students interested in joining
S.A.M. for the second semester
By JIM ARANDA, News F..ditor-in-Chief
must attend the meeting at 6:30pm
in the Hearth room.
Plans are in the offing for the formation of a

Council Reps Direct
Discount Program

Student Discount Program for Xavier University, the
Student Rights Endorsed by Jesuits University of Cincinnati, Villa Madonna, Our Lady
By MIKE HENSON, News Managing Editor

A "Joint Statement on
Rights and Freedoms of
Students," the result of
five years of work by five
organizations, r e c e n t I y
reached its final form and
was accepted by the member committees.
The organizations are the American Association of University
Professors (AA UP); the American
Association of Colleges (AAC),
representing college and university
presidents; National Association
of Student Personnel Administrators (NASPA), representing deans
of students; National Association
of Women Deans and Counsellors
(NAWDC), representing deans of
women; and the United States
National Student Association
( USNSA), representing students.
A series of meetings was held
from 1965-67 by representatives
of these five organizations. In late
June, 1967, a final drafting committee, one representative from
each of the five sponsoring organizations, prepared a final draft of
the joint statement.
USNSA endorsed the statement
at their 1967 national congress in
late August. Ed Schwartz, USNSA
President, proposed endorsement
of the basis of the document's expressing a "minimal statement"
on student rights and freedoms.
AAUP's Council followed on
October 29.
Significantly, the Jesuit Education Association (JEA) and the
National Catholic Education Association (NCEA) were the first
segments of the AAC to endorse
the document. Rev. Paul L. O'Connor was among the group of Jesuit

of Cincinnati, and Mt. St. Joseph. The program,
initiated and directed by Student Council Sophomore
Class Representative Ray Blush, would enable students at these schools to receive discounts of from
10-20% from an estimated 350-400 merchants for a
very minimal cost.

presidents unanimously accepting should exercise their freedom with
the Joint Statement on January responsibility."
14, 1967. JEA and NCEA then
It contains detailed descriptions
proposed immediate endorsement of the minimal conditions for freeby AAC with ten clarifications.
dom and student rights in the areas
In the endorsement of the state- of access to higher education, freeAt a meeting last Tuesday, the
ment, the J EA stressed the possi- dom in the classroom, student exact workings of the program
bility of varying interpretations records, students affairs, inquiry were explained to the various
due to "the wide diversity of edu- and expression, off-campus life, representatives from the different
cational goals which characterizes and procedural standards in dis- schools. Arrangements were made
college and university education ciplina.J ;:roceedings.
to carry the program through to
in our country."
To keep the document from be- its successful completion.
They also pointed out the im- coming a mere sheet of paper, the
Four members of Xavier Stuportance of the notion of "'com- Joint Statement includes a section
dent
Council comprise half of the
munity of scholars' who share the
on enforcement. By this, all parties eight-man Xavier Student Discount
responsibility for the proper funcendorsing the document would fol- Committee. Those Councilmen are
tioning of the institution in the
Ray Blush, Steve Maras, Mark
pursuit of its educational goal. If low three measures:
"1. To set up machinery for Cleary, and Linus Bieliauskas.
we have reservations with regard
to ~orne specific recommendations continuing joint interpretation of Other committee members are Tom
in the document, it is only because the policies and procedures recom- Horrigan, Raymond Kemp, John
Kluska, and Bill Buri, all sophowe feel that some of its provisions mended in the agreement;
mores.
might be interpreted to concede
"2. To consult with each other
autonomy to the x student sector before setting up any machinery
Other schools who have effective
with respect to matters which are for investigating complaints of discount programs In operation
a legitimate concern of the aca- alleged violations of the agreement; include the University of Minnedemic community as a whole."
sota, with 400 merchants partici"3. To request the regional acRev. Patrick J. Ratterman, S.J., crediting associations to embody pating, Hunter College (Bronx,
Vice President in charge of Student the principles of the agreement in N.Y.), with 200 merchants particiAffairs, was the chairman of the their standards of accreditation." pating, and the University of
JEA committee on student affairs
Hawaii.
which approved the Joint State"This project really started last
ment and spokesman for the Jesuit
summer," explained Blush, "when
Presidents at the AAC meeting with
we contacted the National Student
respect to it. He greeted the docuAssociation (NSA) In Washington,
ment as "a real milestone."
D.C., to get some Ideas on how to
NASPA, NAWDC, and a genInitiate the program. I then talked
eral meetin og AA UP are expected
to Bob Joseph, and hethoughtthat_
to endorse the statement within the
!1 if we were going to make it really
next few months.
go, we would have to get the other
area schools involved.
The document states in part,
"Freedom to teach and freedom
"We contacted UC, Villa, OLC
to learn are inseparable facets of
and the Mount. I talked to the Stuacademic freedom. The freedom
dent Council presidents at each of
to learn depends upon appropriate
i these schools, and they liked the
opportunities and conditions in the
Idea. They have since received the
classroom, on the campus, and in
permission of their respective Adthe larger community. Studer.<s
ministrations to get into the pro-

In Honor

of Lincoln

I (See inside)

gram."
The first goal of the program,
as explained by 8lush, is to get
large stores like Shillito's, Pogut!'s,
and Mabley & Carew to offer the
students discounts. The st.>cond goal
will be to appeal to the smaller
independent merchants for their
cooperation in the program. The
larger stores will be contacted personally, the smaller stort.>s by letter.
Xavier University is heading the
entire program. The specific task
of sending contracts to those merchants who are willing to participate in the program will be
handled by Tom Horrigan.
Publicity for the Student Discount Program in the local newspapers will be handled by Mt. St.
Joseph, administrative assistance
such as typing and taking notes
at meetings will be handled by
OLC, sales of the student discount
cards (at a price still to be determined) will be the job of UC, and
the printing of the discount books
and a complete list of discounts
available will fall to Villa Madonna.
"As a representative of the
sophomore class In Student Council, I am often asked by members
of my class what I have done,"
said Blush. "Many of the guys
are under the impression that the
representatives are a bunch of donothings. We hope that the student
discount program will show the
students that we are working for
their benefit."
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Joint Statement:
How Effective?

The Man Cried

• • •

Now that we have an official document on the
rights and freedoms of students, the next question is
whether or not the principles of the document are
being applied at Xavier. The document is very broad,
so an all-inclusive statement is impossible, but some
comments can be made.
First of all, for every freedom or right asserted in
the document, there is a corresponding responsibility.
For example, in the section on the classroom, it states,
"Students should be free to take reasoned exception
to the data or views offered in any course of study
and to reserve judgment about matters of opinion,
but they are responsible for learning the content of
any course of study for which. they are enrolled."
There obviously are several ways of interpreting t:o<r.;n~·'r""':'.
tllis statement. Classroom freedom is one of the most
difficult areas the document touches upon, because it
is so closely tied up with the personalities of professor
and student and with the varying ways in which
touchy subjects can be handled in the classroom.
Different teachers might have different attitudes on
just what consitutes a "reasoned exception" to the
course material. or he might consider that "learning , ·
the content" of the course requires that the student ·
show that he is in basic agreement with the professor.
These. however. are extremes.
lVlany teachers, recognizing that they cannot ask
students to agree with them, and that to ask the student what he believes is not an objective measure, · .....
are led, legitimately, to ask test questions on what :.'.'1;:!:' :_'; '· ·
Aristotle or Darwin thought. Yet, the student often ,;, )
>: ·
finds himself facing a true-false question on a matter ~: '\'.~· .. : · .' ·'
of opinion. It is not enough to tell him to give the ~ !f·:~(/ ;; , ' ·
teacher what he wants to hear and believe what he:,::.:<.>':(;' ·.
feels is right. There is an important principle involved. ~. :·~: -:: .:'.'
On the other hand, most of the rights the document '.: ·,.; .··.,···::~~· .,..; . :· .
insists upon are already in existence. Thus, it is by no ;._r:;.:••." . :·· ': .r ·
means a revolutionary document.
~;'(; ·,··
~~~~=
Yet, we would be wrong to C£:?nsider it a mere .:.'!'::
1:~=~~--~!!!!!!!~~~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::===i
revelation of conditions which are already present in !,';:1:1._:·JA.--t:
fact. That would be ideal, and there is no university
in the country which is ideal. The Joint Statement is,
rather, a goal to work for, and one which gives us
·, .
firm base from which to start.
- M.J.H.
,I
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Editwrhil Shufi
The Xavier News resolves to be more careful in
1968 to observe the guidelines laid down in the News
Pqlicy Statement. It was due to an oversight on the
part of our staff that an unsigned letter was printed
in the News. University guideline No. 7 states that,
"Letters will not be published unless they have been
signed by the writers." The letter supposedly written
by ~vlr. Ken Blankemeyer about Xavier cheerleaders
bore no signature; the name was merely typed in.
This mishap caused Mr. Blankemeyer untold grief
and torment from his classmates, all of which was
totally undeserved. The News apologizes for this
mistake, which, we promise, will not be repeated.
- ,J.C.A.

A program dealing with "CIVIL
DISOBEDIE~CE AND DISORDEH" will be held on Sunday
evening, February 11, at the \Vise
Center at li: 15 p.m. The program
will feature .Judge Gilbert Bettman,
:\lr. Allen Brown, Attorney; Ur.
(;ershom Goldstein, Associate Professor of Law at the Cniversity of
Cincinnati and:\ 1r. Bruce \Varshul,
:\ttorney and presently a fourth
year student at the Hebrew L:nion
College. l(abbi :\!bert (;oldman,
member of the .'\a\'ier Theology
faculty, will act as :\lmll·rator. ·

ScvLLI\ WELCOMlS vou BAck
fROM VACATION
St.A
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When JFK Died
Hey Nelly Nelly *
Hey Nelly, Nelly, come to the window.
Hey Nelly, Nelly, look at what I see.
He's riding into town on a sway-back mule,
Got a tall black hat and he looks like a fool.
He sure is talking like he's been to school.
And it's 1853.
Hey Nelly, Nelly, listen to what he's sayin'.
Hey Nelly, Nelly, says it's gettin' late.
And he says them black folks should all be free
To walk around the same as you and me.
He's talkin' about a thing he calls democracy.
And it's 1858.
Hey Nelly, Nelly, hear the band aplayin'.
Hey Nelly, Nelly, hand me down my gun.
'Cause the men are cheerin' and the boys are too.
They're all puttin' on their coats of blue.
I can't ~it around here and talk to you.
'Cause tt's 1861.
Hey Nelly, Nelly, come to the window.
Hey Nelly, Nelly, I've come home alive.
My coat of blue is stained with red,
And the man in the tall black hat is dead.
We sure'll remember all the things he said
in 1865.

\

\

Hey Nelly, Nelly, come to the window.
Hey Nelly, Nelly, look at what (see.
I see white folk and colored walkin' side-bv-side.
T?ey'.re walkin' in a column that's a centtiry wide.
It s shll a long and hard and a bloody ride
in 1968.
·

* This S<lllg was written by .Jim Friedman and .She! .Silverstt•in. One of
th_c people who have recorded it i~ ,Judy Collins. \\'e pl'int it here in
tnhutc to one of our country's grt•al lcadeJ's, Abraham Lincoln, whose
h irthday we Cl'!ebrate m•xt :\I onday, J.'l'h. I~-
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Letters to the Editor-·
Statute a Good Laugh
The Editor of the News
Dear Sir:
To relieve the pressure of exams,
I took a walk over to the mall and
actually tried to visualize a 14-foot
high statue and three flagpoles on
its limited area. I had a hardy
laugh, but my enjoyment was tempered by the sobering reminder of
the news that this tasteless monstrosity is due to be erected before
we seniors can leave the campus
at graduation. I suppose it is only
appropriate, though, that those
who paid for it should not be allowed to escape gazing on the
foolhardy way in which they spent
their money.
·
Individually the items of the
"shrine" are bad enough. Together
they are obnoxious. A seven-foot
statue of D'Artagnan (gift of the
class of 1962) is not really a bad
idea, and with some imagination
could be used rather effectively.
But placed on a seven-foot or more
pedestal, it wiil be neither impressive nor even clearly visible. The
placing of the .~hree flagpoles (gift
of the class of 1964) seems to indicate an attitu ie of "We've got
them, but we don't know what to
do with them, so we'll dump them
here." The X cast in bronze is
laughable. When this idea, the
distinctive "contribution?" of the
class of 1968, was brought forward at the senior class meeting, I

assumed it was a joke. Unfortunately, it wasn't. As for the "mosaics" from old St. Xavier and the
old cafete!'ia, I can only comment
that one hardly "establishes tradition" by laying a coup!£: of white
elephants in the sidewalk. And it
appears that the three guilty classes
arc going to claim their dubious
credit on the explanatory plaque.
Some people seem to think that
it is nice to have "something to
point to" when they return to campus as alumni, but I wonder if
any member of the class of 1966
would point to those cartoons in
the grill with pride.
Although I favored a gift that
would contribute to the alleviation
of some of the university's more
pressing needs (like the empty shelves in the library), the beautification of the campus is certainly a
worthy goal. But this ostentatious
display contributes only crudity.
We seniors are being asked to
remember that we own the school
something (and we will be asked to
contribute often in the future), but
I do not feel that we own the university an aesthetic kick in the
teeth.
The project on the mall may be
the Senior Class Gift, but I am one
senior who wants no part of it.
Sincerely,
John P. Patton
Class of 1968

Mourns Loss of Dr. Dew
To the Editor,
X.U. News:
Above all a university is people. This is especially true of a
liberal arts institution dedicated to
the humanities. (Such as Xavier)?
When the subject is no less than
the .·personality of civilization then
the individual personality of every
person involved in the study must
especially be taken into account.
Rather than teachers and students
all are teacher-students.
The patronizing teacher must
make way for the guide who stimulates and encourages and the
docile student must begin to find
his own way. F'or a student
develops intellectual strength tempered with tolerance and compassion only in an environment of
give and take and of mutual
respect among teacher and student
members of the university community.
The humanities must be taught
in a human way and must stimulate thought about the human.
problems which beset society. The
good teacher will demand that his
(or her) students do more than
merely dig into the subject matter
and take notes. He will draw the
students out to express themselves.
While sharing his unique viewpoint
he will encourage the students to
believe in themselves and their own
opinions and to listen to and respect the opinions of others.
Unfortunately such an open
educational approach faces many
obstacles at a denominational
school such as XU where the vast
majority of both faculty and students come from the same background.
Thus, each qualified "outsider"
welcomed into the semi·dosed XU
community brings sorely needed
freshness and intellectual stimulus
to the campus. Also of course, each
such person who leaves - needlessly - subtracts a great deal
from the allegedly humanistic environment of XU.
Getting to a specific case, the
departure of Dr. Marjorie Dew is
clearly a loss to the XU community. Both the classroom and faculty
scenes will be much the poorer for
the absence of her unique personality and the stimulation of her
viewpoint as a woman and a Protestant in these ecumenical times.
i\lrs. Dew is a competent teacher
who stubbornly adheres to the hu-

manistic approach as interpreted
at the start of this letter. She clearly
enjoys teaching and is generous
with her time, two more qualities
which distinguish a good teacher.
And in accord with the highest
humanistic sense, she is intensely
interested in the larger role of the
university in the limitless community outside the physical boundaries
of the campus.
One wonders if a university
which fails to hold onto such
teachers has any claim to being
relevant to life in this century.
John Bruning '68

Paee Three

Brown To Meet Flax
in Supreme Court Debate
A debate on the issue, "The defend the Antioch College students
Supreme Court and Criminal Pro- who were arrested at the induction
cedures," wi\1 be held on \Vednes- center in the Federal Building !n
day, Feb. 14 at 1:30 p.m. in the downtown Cincinnati. He is also
University Center Theater. Allen defending a conscientious objector
Brown of the American Civil Liber- · who refuses to serve in the military
ties Union will debate \-',Tilliam for moml reasons.
Fla.x.
Flax was graduated from OberBrown was graduated from the lin College in 1956 and from the
University of Cincinnati in 1941. University of Cincinnati Law
After several years in the Am1y School in 1959 and has been in
during W\V II, he returned to UC private practice since 1960. He Is
and obtained his law degree. a member of the John Birch
Recently he was appointed to Society and the Young Americans

for Freedom, a conservative youth
group. He has appeared on local
television numerous times and ran
unsuccessfully in the !\lay primary
against Robert Taft, Jr. for Congress.

ROTC Proposal Awaits
The case of a voluntary ROTC gaining Council support. The three
program at Xavier has yet to have main points of the Bieliauskas proits day in court. Linus Bieliauskas, posal are the re-establishment of
Chairman of the ROTC Investi- the ROTC program on a volungating Committee, recently told tary basis, tl1e retaining of the
News reporters that the report by present core requirements for those
his committee failed to be given a students who choose to take ROTC,
hearing at the last Student Council and for those who refuse to take
meeting due to a lack of time. ROTC, the substitution of hours
Bieliauskas plans to present the in language, math, and the sciences
report for his comm ittec at the next to 111ake up for the hours lost
Council meeting, stated for Sun- through the removal of the ROTC
day, Feb. 11. He feels that the requirement from the core curriproposal has a good chance of culum.

WILLIAM fo'LAX

0 'Connell Aids PAVLA
"The Latins are a lot more
patient," is the way that Denny
O'Connell, a Xavier graduate and
a member of the Papal Volunteers
for Latin America (PAVLA), explains the slow progress that workers find in the countries south ofthe
border.
O'Connell, a 1965 psychology

graduate from Cincinnati, joined
PAVLA immediately after graduation, and is in town for recruitment of new volunteers. He teaches
history, geography, and physical
education in a high school-seminary in the mountains of Peru. He
has also taught psychiatry in a
Peruvian university. "It shows that

Koral Praises
J.J.H.
Doctor Anderson discusses volunteer work with three workers. From
Dear Sir:
left,
Doctor Albert fo', Anderson, Jr., chairman of the Archdiocesan
He: article, "Teilhardian Ethnics;" issue, Friday, JaJ;Juary 19, selection board for PAVLA; Denny O'Connel, Papal Volunteer to Peru;
Mary Ann Witte, a prospective Papal Volunteer, and Bill Eilerman, a
1968, by Mr. J. J. Haney.
1965 Xavier graduate and Peace Corps volunteer to Peru.
I would like to compliment the
News (especially the Managing
Editor) for a job well done in at
last imposing upon J\.Ir. Haney to
share several of his shattering insights into the future ramifications
of Chardin's philosophy with the
Xavier community at-large.
"There are no hopeless situations. Just
Although his following at Xavmen who have grown hopeless about them."·
ier over the past few years has
been necessarily limited to a select,
EDITCit-!N-CHIEF . . . . . . . . . . .
. . James Aranda
hand-picked few, I am confident
EDlTOitiAL ASSISTANT .
. . ·•· Katie Wel11h
that the publication of his views
MAr~AGING IWITOR . . . .
. . Mike Henson
in "Th and PI" will be the cause of
E..'<ECt'TlVE EDITOR
. . . . Paul Maier
a long-deserved expansion of Mr. (,'Ol'Y EDiTOR .. .
. .. John Dunphy
Haney's circle of influence.
LA'l'OCT EDITOR . . . . . .
. . J irr. l~oland
SI'OH'I'S EDITOR . . . . . . . . .
. . . . Rich Arenas
It is beyond my competence to
. .. Frank Brady
write of the excitement I felt read- CIRCULATION DIRECTOR ..
!:H•:CRETARY AND TYPIS'f
. • . . . • . • . Patty LaGrnngt:
ing through the essay the first time.
Marie Bourgeois, Paul O'Connor
For you see, it was something very CARTOONISTS ...
. . . . . . . Chuck 'I'relster, Dick DriZl
special for me . . . for, I was once PHOTOGRAPHERS.
COLUMNISTS ...
.. Bob West,.Jack Patton, Terry Byr.-:,
one of his hand-picked few. Thus,
BUI Ballner, John Dr-ryer
I think it would be doing a tremMODEilATOH . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . :rbomas E. You.c
endous dis-service to Mr. Haney
BUSINESS MANAGJ.~R
. . . , . . . . . . ,' . . . . . . •Jack JtofCre
and other seekers of truth if the
REPORTJ.:RS
.
.
.
.
.
Bob
Wilhelm,
(;t.'Orge Edu, J.lnus Bieliau111las,
News would overlook a seeming
l'at Kelley, Mike Lang, MIKe Boylan,• Bil'
innocuous printing error involving
Lochner, Joe Rosl!nberger, ,Jchn Hoe:nl,)mam
the article under discussion. Why
Chris Nicolini, Dave Thomas, John Bane.. ~
cheat your readers of an entire
Milt'e Madden, Bill B~&rko, hill Kwiatkows'
experience? \Vhy not, in some fuJim Van Lanen. ·
ture issue, print the conclusion to
Mr. Haney's work?
i:'uhlish•!d weeldy during the school ye<tr except during vacation and
Walter M. I( oral '67
.,x,:mi.mtion :,o:nud• hy Xavier l.'nivtcroity, llumiltnn County, !~vans
Notre Dame Law School
tor., Cincinnati, Ohio 4 fi207. $2.00 per year.
Notre Dame, Indiana
Entt!~l!d a~ !'c-.:uml datio lllatter lJ<-tobe1 4, 19~11. :\t the l'r•st Orli.:•:
''·' Unc·innati, Ohio, under the 1\et of March 3, !H7H

IITheXavler RelllS

•

ID

Peru

their standards are not superhigh."
Prior to his stationing in Peru,
O'Connell underwent three and a
half months or training in Mexico.
Volunteers are expected to have
experience in some field, and college graduates are preferred. "Printers, electricians, mechanics, and
nurses, however, are often neede"
more than college graduates."
About half of the volunteers,
O'Connell estimates, are either
nurses or teachers.
"It's a shock Cor many kids to
come Into our school, because they
usually live in one-room, dirt-Door,
adobe huts. In our pla<.oe, there are
beds and hot water." The students
are mostly the sons of fanners who
live out in the countryside. The
mothers don't speak much Spanish,
but the fathers speak a little. When
the students go home for vacation
they speak little Spanish. "They
have many educational disadvantages because they don't live in a
literate society. Most of the schools
don't even have books."
When he was at the university,
he was the only North American
there. The Peace Corps teachers
there had been pressured out by
the Communists. The communism
there has little of an international
flavor. "It's more of a nationalistic
communism. They wouldn't bow
down to either Peking or Moscow.
They just want something better
for their country, and some think
that communism is the best way
to do it. But even if the communists took over, there would still be
problems. If they could make
everybody honest overnight, it
would help."
"We don't see too many direct
results. It's going to take a lot
' more people like us to make any
drastic changes."
Anyone interested in more information can contact O'Connell
through the Student Volunteer Services, University Center.

~~Anything

Goes''
"Anything Goes" at Mount St.
as the class of '70 presents
thP annual Sophomore Review
FPbruary 10 and 11 at 8 p.m. in
th~ college theater. Under thedirecti<'n of Anne Douglass, assisted by
clPss president, Patty fo'lynn, and
st:->.ge manager, Fran Monahan,
th') original musical features memh')rs of the sophomore class in a
pumher of skits, parodies, and
oongs related to a theme kept
~ccret until curtain time Saturday.
Admis~;ion i;; $1.25; tickets availahle at the door.
J~'s
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MUSKIES EYE MU AND FAIRFIELD
A four game winning streak
(prior to the Dayton game on Wednesday) and the return or 6'11"
Luther Rackley to action will hopefully propel the Muskies to victory
Saturday night against the l'vlarquette Warriors. Tip-off will be at
9:15P.M. (local time) at the Milwaukee Arena. It will take a super
effort by the now eligible Hackley
as well as his mates (now minus
the services of soph guard Chris
Hall for academic reasons) if the
rvluskies arc to return home with a
win. AI McGuire's \Varriors arc
now 16-3, losing only to Wisconsin
(which they later avenged). Houston and Loyola of Chicago. Their
most recent conquest was a 58-53
"slugging" of DePaul. The DePaul
game was marred with fights and
an ejection. DePaul's Bob Zoretich
and M U's Pat Smith were dismissed
in the first minute of play. An angry McGuire charged that DePaul
mentor Ray Meyer had staged the
ftght to get rid of Smith. An equally
irate Meyer also asserted his displeasure. If one also remembers
last year's M U-IJetroit game (at
Dclroit) he may do well to suggest
the Muskies bring along boxing
gloves.

Leading Marquette offensively.
defensively and on the boards is
George "Brute Force" 'lbompson.
The hulking Thompson is an unlikely looking roundballer at 6' 1"
and 204 pounds. '"Thompson's
thighs arc like my hips", remarked an XU student who saw 'lbompson pcrfonn twice in the Windy

City over the break. 'Thompson• a
junior from the sidewalks of New
York, who played high school ball
at Brooklyn Boy's High has received numerous accolades. None
could have been more complimentary than that of Eddie Donovan,
cx-<:oach of the New York Knicks.
"1bompson," said Donovan, after
seeing George perform in the N.l. '1'.
"could be the best 6' 1" reboundcr
whoever lived." Thompson docs
not however challenge teams by
himself. The \Varriors also start
llrian Brunkhor~t. a 6'6" 205 lb.
senior. The aforementioned Pat
Smith a spring-legged 6'3" junior,
mans the pivot. Brad Luchini and
skinny· but accurate Jim Burke
start out back. Veteran Blanton
Simmons is used as fireman at all
positions. Marquette is in a great
position for an N.C.A.A. "atlarge"
bid. Chances are the Muskies will
find the \Varriors to be rude guests
while in the Beer City.
Fairfield stands 8-6, but will
have met East Carolina, Rider,
Fairleigh-Dickinsen, and Dayton
before Monday evening. Coach Bisacca's Stags will bring a good
shooting team into Cincinnati. The
Stags best all-around player is 6'
4' senior Bill Jones. Jones is a
great manueverer, whether he is
operating at forward or guard.
In addition, Jones usually draws
the toughest defensive assignment.
Up front is 6'7" Art Kenny, a
high school teammate of Lew Alcindor. The stags beat Xavier in
December of 1965, the only previous meeting between the two teams.

Jesuit Honor Fraternity
Elects New Members
Scholarship, leade1·ship, and
loyalty: these three laudable characteristics arc the marks of every
man elected to the National Jesuit
Honor Society. Alpha Sigma Nu.
Thig year scvcnt~cn undergraduates were elected by the current
members of the Xavier Chapter.
Ha\·ing received the approval of
the Deans and the President, the
new men will be inducted in a
ecremon~· on Sunday. February
18. at fi p.m. Followingtherewill
be a banquet in the Terrace Hoom.
The following seniors arc to be
included at that tim\!: John Cassini,
Hon Lamb, Dan Hurley, Tony
Arvclo, Tom Dukoske. Frank Geppert, Jim \Valsh, and Dan Asimus.
,Juniors Mike Henson, Bill Bauman, Paul Ebacher, Bob Wilhelm,
Barry Weiss, Bob Bartels, Warren
Von Rocnn, Tom Smythe, S.J .,

TENNIS
Tennis anyone?? Well, for those
of you who are interested, there
will be an organizational meeting
for the 1968 Xavier Tennis Team
one week from today, Friday,
Feb. 16, at 3:15p.m. Both veterans and new prospects are asked
to attend the meeting in the lecture
room on the second floor of the
Fieldhouse. If you have any questions, contact Tom Ormond (8711332) within the week. BETH ERE!

....

Tim O'Connell grabs ball away from Northern ll\inois guard in Xavier's January 20th victory.

Debaters in
New Orleans
Tourney
Xavier's varsity debate team
journeyed to Tulane University in
New Orleans on Jan. 25-29, for
the Mardi Gras National Invitational Debate Tournament.
At this, the nation's largest
switch-side tournament, the team
of Bob Joseph and Bob Thesing
gained a 5-3 record, finishing high
in the standings, while Tim Burke
and Tom Walsh split at 4 and 4.
The 9-7 overall team score was a
highly respectable record, compiled
against such teams as Arkansas,
Georgia Tech, Texas Tech, and
Loyola of Chicago. Only a few
clo~e decisions kept them out of
the finals. Northwestern took top
honors of the 180 teams, with
!'vlichigan State and U.C.L.A. behind them.
The Xavier squad that wlr.
!\'lark Greenburger has guided to
two national championships already this year looks ahead to
The Tournament of Champions
at Michigan Slate, and the Cherry
Blossom Festival in Washington
as two of its upcoming contests.

and John Goger will also be inducted and will be up for offices
for next year.
Each year Alpha Sigma Nu
presents to the President of the
University a report on U1c student
view of what is good and what
needs improvement in the university community. Also. chapter
members serve on panels at the
Forum Series lectures. This year
the National 13oard of Directors
held a three day meeting at Xavier.
The primary purpose of the
society, though, is to honor outstanding students by recognition
of their well balanced collegiate
activity. Scholastically a student
XU center Tom Rohling comes down with rebound as Muskie's
must be in the top fifteen per c.-ent
Bob Quick looks on.
Xavier's new Symmes Teleof his class to qualify for nomination to Alpha Sigma Nu; however, vision Studio will be open for viewit's not usually the 4.0 nien who ing by faculty and students of the
are elected, but those who show University on Sunday, February
the keen balance of scholarship, 11, from 1-5 P.M. The studios are
located off McMillan on Symmes
leadership, and loyalty.
Street. All are invited to attend.
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Well here it is, the start of another semester already - a time
for looking back orahead?l guess,
as is the case with other "diligent"
Muskies, I prefer the future. Coach
Krajack and his mini-Muskies will
have a 6'11" addition to their
hopes of recovering from a poor
season start. That's right Rackley's back. Big Lew, who will be a
welcome sight under the boards,
has been proclaimed eligible and
joined the ranks again Wednesday
night against Dayton. With the
momentum the team has been gathering in the last six games, winning
five of them, (up to the Dayton
game) and Lew's rebounding reinforcement and height, the future
looks bright for the Muskies, regardless of Xavier's fonnidable
schedule. In the past two weeks
they have shown that they do have
the potential to win the big games,
defying some people's opinion that
they aren't a first-<:lass ball team.
Maybe Coach Krajack's frequent
use of the bench is finally showing
its benefits. Let's hope so!

got caught a little short of copy
this week but hope to make up
for it next week. Any suggestions
are, needless to say, more than
welcome. They can be dropped
in the News office or in my roomBrockman No. 15. So until next
week, remember - You may not
be able to win them all but why not
the rest?

On the Saturday following the
Miami thriller the Muskies entertained the Huskies of Northern
Illinois. T 11e Huskies were a better
ballclub than their record indicated,
llav.lng ptlshed l\•l'1ch'1gat1 m1d In'
diana to their limits
before losing
by close margins.
h fi
h U h
t t
0 .
u~mg tde tkrst 'tah tht eMconk?s
was
mp
an
tuc
WI
e
us
fi 11
. .
h If t' tes
ma Y gammg a narrow a - tme
advantage.
The final stanza saw Xavier extend its lead to as much as 16
points. But Norfuern came storming back - at one point actually
regaining the lead. However, with
Bullet Bob Quick and Sophomore
I guess I forgot to mention Umt substitute Chris Hall leading fue
I'm not Rich Arenas. Rich did way, the Muskies appeared to
graduate (Do you believe it?) and score at will through the remainder
I have been bequeathed the notor- of the game, chalking up a 99-83
ious honor of being the new "pup- win. Quick became the second leadpet for Aranda." If all works out 1 ing scoring in Xavier history enwill remain so, for the remainder route to a brilliant 35 point
of the semester anyway. (For those Performance, while Chris Hall
of you who skipped over the by- played his finest game of the sea~
line, my name is Bill Lochner.) son, scoring 14 points as well as
P roviding the necessary zip Xavier
Would like to extend an invitation to anyone (or everyone) who need to pull the game out.
A week later a poor Loyola
feels he has journalistic abilities to
feel free to turn in any articles that (La.) club came to town with high
pertain to the sporting world. \Vith hopes for a victory over fue Musa little luck we'll be able to squeeze kies. However, Xavier controlled
it into the paper between the ad- the game from fue opening whistle
to the final gun, emerging victorvertisements.
ious 96-72. The Muskies, while
Can't promise any great innova- winning their second straight victions in the sport's section right tory, placed five men in double
now even though we are trying to figures. Bob Quick lead all scorers
fonnulate a few improvements. with a 26 point output.
However, nothing is definite. We

Who are

BOU

Xavier Extends Record 8-11;
Take 4 of Last 5

On January 18 the Miami Hedskins journeyed to the Queen City
to face the Muskies in the "pit."
Both Xavier and Miami had been
plagued by heart-breaking losses
in previous contests. Also, four
players (two starters) on the Hedsins had decided to call it quits
after Coach Tates Locke had taken
disciplinary action a week before
the Xavier game.
'l'h e f'trs t h a If was a 11 livl'm m'1.
'I'h etr
. s 1.mgy d e fense force d tl1e
Huskies into numerous turnovers
" d preven ted U1em from ge tt'111 g
an
the shots in close. Miami on the
·other hand seemed to penetrate the
Muskies defense at will and very
.
fth e1r
·
nearly blew the Musk1esouto
own home as they raced to a 4525 advantage. Kavier then managed to tally fue last two buckets
of the half, but with the 45-29
deficit that they faced as they
headed Into fue lockerroom it appeared as if the Muskie hopes for
victory had dissipated.
The Xavier team that come out

easily see that all DePaul could do
was grasp at straws. \Viththescore
standing at 21-18 in the host's
favor, Bullet Bob Quick took
charge. \Vorking off an offensive
pattern called the "Cobra," in
which everyone moves to the outside, except Quick, who stays at
the top of the key, Bullet Bob had
d d
a fie!
ay. He scarce1 at wi 11 on
everyone who tried to cover him
1 one
on one. His 12 points pulled
•
.
Xavier out front 43-30
tlt half hme
.
h
and for all practical pur~oses, 1 e
game was over at that pomt.

for the second stanza, however,
was not to be denied. The hosts
f
completely dominated play or t11e
.
first 8 glorious minutes outscormg
the Hedskins 22 _5 during the spree
as they shot into a 51-50 lead. At
this point the Muskies developed a
cold spell of their own, while the
J{edskins, a real "heady" ballclub,
refused to relinquish and kept on
running their patterns. Xavier fell
behind by 5 and then just couldn't
make up the slack as time ran
out and Miami emerged with a
72-65 victory.
DePaul's hopes for a post season bid to the N.l.T. were all but
flushed down the drain by the
'1'11e Blue Demons
" new " 1ivl us·k'es
1 •
appeared to be quite cocky up until
game time; but once the initial.
stanza got underway one could

k idd in.g?

Belgium
Holland, Spain and
Portugal for $560?

A tour to France

Whom. No kidding

And England, Holland,
Germany, Austria, Italy,
Switzerland and France
for $580.
or
Portugal, Spain, France, Holland and
England for $545?

Th~ final half s~w Tim o·c~nnell rtddle DePaul s defense w1th
virtually unstoppable driving lay· • b h' d th ·
ups. J oe pangrazto
s e 111 - eback hand the Demon coach Ray,
Meyers talking to himself. As it
turned out the Muskies walked off
the floor with a convincing 97-78
triumph. Coach Meyers was quoted
as saying that it was the "worse
perfonnance by a DePaul team in
my 25 years as coach."- but tllat
is what they all say. He was later
quoted in a Chicago paper with
the statement to the effect that "we
had nobody capable of covering
Bob Quick," which is more like
the truth. Quick finished the DePaul
contest with 38 points and 13 rebounds, while O'Connell tallied 20
(all in the 2nd half), and Pangrazio
had 17 big points to round out
the Xavier leaders.

SCOPA TOURS, INC.
Prices include 15 or

16 day tours, round trip oir fare from New

York, (regularly scheduled flight) all ground transportation, transfers,
hotels {first class or superior second-class, meals (oil three), sightseeing entrance fees, services of multilingual four manager, lips and
taxes, luggage transport. If you want to spend more, you can, but it
is not necessary. Financing is available. Tour dates: June 2-16, June
8-23, Aug. 23-Sept. 7, Aug. 24-Sept. 8, Aug. 30-Sept. 14, Aug. 31Sept. 15. Prices based upon group of 30 on same flight. Call or write,
name your tour for a free brochure.

s~op11

To••••.fll ~ I

4::; 18 Montgomery Rd. Cincinnati, Ohio

II C.

4521 2 - 531-l l 3-\

Georgetown battled back to tie
Xavier at 51 apiece, but then the
Muskies blew the game wide open
and walked off with an 87-68
decision. Bob Quick had 28 points
and 20 rebounds. John Zeides
turned in his finest performance of
the campaign with a 2!] point outburst (12 of 18 from the field).
Dan Darby came in off the bench
to hit 5 of 5 flcld goal attempts
and snag 12 rebounds. Coach
Krajack said that Darby was the
stalwart on defense along with being the spark plug on offense with
clutch baskets that crippled the
Hoyas.

By CHARLES DAHLENBURG
The SaBin~ ~lub will .attend
the annual
mtclwmter
.
,
· meeltng
T of
the ~·ltt~lwes~. ~? 1·l~gmte IS~t ttng
Assoctnlt'oln' t HS 'st:tc <lay aum· • a \ttrd~1y. ~ tc ligan • ta e
ntverst y
wtll hosl.
The election of all officers for
the i'vl CSA, and the scheduling of
this year's spring and fall regattas
for schools in the midwest arc the
main purpose of the meeting. The
Sailing Club hopes to continue its
leadership by contributing a member lo the six man executive board
for the tenth consecutive year. Greg
Haskell is a candidate for stntislidan.
A registration party will open
the meeting Friday night when
representatives from the 37 schools
participating get together. Hegatta
scheduling and the election banquet
will take place Saturday. Throughout the meeting, Xavier's sailing
club will have as its primary purpose the encouragment and improvement of yacht racing and the
sport of sailing. It will also
promote the name of Xavier in
the Midwest.
The Sailing Club held its own
election party Jan. 19. The newly

LAUNDR.Y

Switzerland, Yugoslavia, Austria and Italy for $545?
Yes, it's all true. Thanks to a combination of the
facilities of one of the world's largest airlines and
Europe's largest, most experienced land tourorga'nization- offered for the first time in Cincinnati by

The Hoyas opened the first half
with torrid shooting ( 12 of 19 l
and took n 26-19 lead. However,
h
this advantage was very s ortv
.
t
th
.
1ivec1 as .~avter ou scorel1 ctr opponents 17 -'2 at t 11e outset o f th c
1eriod and moved into a seeming1
ly comfortable 44-32 point spread
over the Hoyas with little time lefl
in the half. Three quick buckets by
the bad guys trimmed the i\htskies
· ·
:lead to 44-38 at th e ·mtermtssto•l.

XU Sailing Team
In Mid-winter Meet

THE SHIRT

How about

The Georgetown Hoyas suffered
u fate similar to DePaul's on the
Muskies hardcourt. Georgetown
had only a 7-7 season record coming into the game but owned imprcssive victories over Columbia
and St. J oc's ( l'a.)

elected executive committee is composed of Ed Wasko, Commodore;
Randy Simi, Vice Commodore:
Jim Smith, Hear Commodore; Tim
Glut7., Treasurer; l\lnry Lynne
Tekuelvc, Recording Secretary;
Greg Haskell, Corresponding Secretary; Charles Dahlcnburg, l\tblic
Helations; and the last retired
Commodore, Tom Germann, serving as Chairman.
Other activities in the future for
the Sailing Club inchllk a membership-drive-part~· Feb. ](;, to
serve as a stimulus for those interested to make cnnt<tc! with the
Club. Details will be annmttwed.
Also the Sailing Club will be raeing
in regattas both throughout the
midwest and at home during the
spring semester.

Whafs it like
towork .
fora giant?
Depends on the giant. If the
giant happens to be Ford Motor
Company, it can be a distinct
advantage. See your placement
director and make an appoint·
ment to see the man from Ford
when he is here on :
February 23rd.

3611 Moa&comerJ Road

EVANSTON
One Block South of Dan•
!'ew Blocks North of the Dorm

BACHELOR SERVICE
FLUFF DRY BUNDLES

t_•

4·HOUR SERVICE •

Professional Careers in Cartography
CIVILIAN EMPLOYMENT with the U. S. AIR FORCE
CREATING AEROSPACE PRODUCTS
Must have completed requirements for Bachelor's Degree including 5 hours college math. The rec,uired math must Include at least
2 of the following: college algebra, trigonometry, analytic geometry, differential calculus, integral calculus, or any course for
which any of these is a prerequisite. Equivalent experience
acceptable. Training program. Openings for men and women.
Application and further information forwarded on request.

WRITE: College Relations <ACPCR)
Hq Aeronautical Chart & Information Center,
8900 S. Broadway, St. Louis. Missouri 6.3t25
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Speaking of Art

Library Co-op Program Started
lly I'AT KELLEY, News Reporter

the library for a three week period.
Xavier University's i\lcDonaltl Hecords, Filmstrips, and Slides arc
i\lemorial Library and Our Lady .shelved in a closed stack area and
of Cincinnati's Brennan l\lemorial can be obtained for you by the
Library have instituted coopera- desk attendant. They may be withtive usc of their facilities as of drawn for a period of three weeks.
Feb. 1, 1968.
The Curriculum Library is a colThis marked the first official lection of educational materials,
move toward an inter-related pro- which arc used throu~hout the
gram of coopet·ation and exchange
between the two schools.
In using each others library
facilities, three basic guidelines
were announced: 1) both libraries
will continue to observe their respective regulations with regard to
hours of service and loan proceA lawyer who feels that the
dures; 2) borrowers must present
military
should be prevented from
ID cards, and on signing the
book's cards should note the getting the manpower it needs for
initials of their institution after the war in Vietnam is the author
their names; 3) indefinite loans will of How to Stay Out ol" the Army:
not be granted to faculty members. A Guide ·To Yom Rights Under
Semester loans will be restricted to the Draft Law. The paperback
book will be published February
resident faculty members.
The hours for Our Lady of 29, 1968, by Monthly Heview Press
Cincinnati's Library arc as follows: and will be distributed for MR
MAIN Lli3HAHY - First Floor; Press by Grove Press.
Monday through Saturday 8:00
Conrad J. Lynn, the noted civil
a.m. -5:00p.m .. Monday through rights and draft attorney, and a
Thursday 7:00p.m.- 10:00 p.m., firm opponent of the Vietnam war,
Sunday and Holidays 1:00 p.m.- urges young men to claim all their
5:00 p.m. and 7:00 p.m. - 10:00 rights under the draft law, and to
p.m. PERIODICAL ROOM and go into the courts and invoke the
CURRICULUM
LIBRARY Nuremburg principle if necessary.
Lower Level; Monday through
He has written this handbook, he
Saturday 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.,
says in his Introduction, "so that
Monday through Thursday 7:00
those who wish to resist may be
p.m. - 9:00 p.m. The entire library
will be closed during Easter Vaca- aided in having all their rights
that might help them to refuse intion, April 10 to April 22.
duction into the armed forces."
All books are classified according to the Dewey Decimal system
To this end, he provides a
and are arranged in numerical simple guide to the law, and an
order on the shelves. The books explanation of all the grounds for
must be signed out at the circula- deferment or exemption. It is his
lion desk. They are returned at the feeling that with the aid of this
same desk. Books may be checked han.dbook the young resister can
out for a period of three weeks ·secure his rights without the assis·
and are not renewable. The period- lance of legal counsel, and, by
icals or magazines arc arranged acting correctly, prepare a proper
alphabetically by title on the ~
shelves. They may be taken out
;-.~:;::.,,.,<..··.·.·.,"'.,..,....
ov~rnight only. Certain periodicals 1 ''·''"·; _
1
which are bound, may never be 1
'·~
taken from the library. They also
,
<trc arranged on the shelves in
X
tlphabetical order according to ~ :·' '
title.
l

La Gucrre est Finie, the latest nude actors and actresses. How
film by French director Alain far can we go for the sake of art?
Hesnais, has \\'on the Xew York I don't pretend to know.
Film Critics Award for Bl'st For·
And speaking of art. just what
eign Film of the Year. Perhaps I is an "art film"? Is there really
expected too much; in any case,
such a thing? I doubt it.
I found the picture to be a giant
Film - like painting and literbore.
ature - is an art, and every film
Yves Nl ontand plays a Leftist
is a potential work of art. Some
revolutionary in modern France.
films - like comic strips and dime
Armed with phony passports and
novels - arc pleasant diversions;
propaganda leaflets, he and his
other films - like great paintings
buddies slip in and out of Spain,
and the classics - are not only
trying to stir up a working-class
pleasant diversions but also great
revolt. \Vhen one of the revolution·
experiences that will stand the test
aries is captured by Spanish police,
of time.
;\lontand and an associate must
And so a film like Citizen Kane
enter Spain once again to find
might be called a classic film, a
him and bring him home.
work of art, because it is still fresh
The plot of La Gucrre is a deand exciting every time we see it,
tailed study of the preparations for
and age does not dim its brilliance.
the rescue. There arc plots and
So what is an "art" theater,
counter plots, tedious indoctrinations, and suspicious activities by anyway? Maybe it's a theater for
all concemed. Montand spends a people who are looking for somelot of time sleeping with his mis- thing more than just a pleasant
tress (Ingrid Thulin) and with a diversion; a theater for people who
young friend {Genevieve Bujold), want something better, or at least
and growing disillusioned with the something different. And so it becomes a showcase for the unusual
cause.
and the non-commercial - and
After two hours of this, the brain
this generally means foreign films.
and the bottom have both become
paralyzed; and ·you may find it
hard to stand up once it's all over.
\Veil, whatever an art theater is,
What's wrong with the film? Cincinnati will have a new one
Basically, the plot is at fault. Hes- beginning this week. It's called the
nais usually takes thin, plotless Alpha VI, located in Northside,
stories, and dresses them up with on Hamilton Avenue a few blocks
superb camera technique, master- above Knowlton's Corner.
ful editing, and repetitious, selfThe operators of the Alpha V l
consciously poetic dialogue. Some- have decided to make the initial
times, as in a film like Last Year plunge with a nine-week festival of
at Maricnbad, the complete lack of film classics, with a change of proplot becomes a virtue and the film gram three times a week. Among
gets by solely on the basis of its the 27 films are 9 by lngmar
technical virtuosity. In La Guerre, Bergman, 3 by Truffaut, 2 · by
Hesnais seems to have toned down Kurosawa, and others by Hitchhis usual "arty" tricks and allow- cock, Hcnoir, \Vcllcs, and Eisened the plot' to stand on its own stein. The theater opens February
merits. Unfortunately, the plot in 14 with Bergman's seldom-seen
this case is just too weak. and the film The Magician.
whole thing .collapses.
Elsewhere in the city, the !·.squire
For those who manage to stick is promising the highly-praised
it out, there is a nne. dramatic Czech film. ''l'loscl.v \\'atchcd
ending. Like curlier Hcsnais films. Trains": and Fcllini's gross parthe plot moves full circle to end able "La Dolce \'ita·· will be shown
The Vertical Jo'ile holds pamphcxadly as it began. But it's like at the :\lount at 7:-f.'i on Februarv
eating an artichoke- you have to 20 - enough action to keep ail 11:1~. clipping><. pictures, etc. This
go through so much to get so little. "art" fans busy for weeks to come. material is arranged alphabetically
h~· subject. and may be taken from
Included arc two very graphic
bed room seq ucnces, which might
raise interesting questions about
current trends in film. C: ranted.
there is nothing wrong with nudity
per se; and, if we're going to deal
with sex. we should do it honestly.
~e c;z..ets Clzflnge %ur GName r;Diamo11.d
But I wonder if we aren't approaching the limits of good taste
when we begin photographing
actual sexual intimacies between

Cffilssennall

schools in the Archdiocese of Cincinnati. These books may circulate
for a period of three weeks. The
books must be checked out at the
desk in the periodical room.
The fines for overdue books and
periodicals is 5rf per day, including
Sundays and holidays. The fine
for reserve books is 2fx/ per day
from the specified time due.

Lawyer Tells Rights
Under Draft Law
legal foundation for his attorney
should the case have to go to the
courts.
Conrad Lynn is a Negro attorney who has specialized in the
handling of draft cases e\'er since
Wol'id War II. His first case under
the Selective Service Law came in
1942, when he defended his brother
Winfred Lynn, who refused to submit to induction into the thensegregated United States Army but
volunteered instead fot· service in
the Canadian Army. Since that
first case he has handled hundreds
of draft cases, and has some 70
in process at present. He has also
represented students at . Michigan
State and New York University at
New Paltz in cases arising from
anti-war demonstl'atlons.
In addition to his strong opposition to the war, Mr. Lynn feels
that every young man, no matter
how poor, should have access to
the same information and techniques used by lawyers for clients
who spend thousands on legal advice and representation to get
deferments and exemptions. It is
his feeling that How to Stay Out
of the Army will help to fill this
need.
.. ········-···---._.....
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Ski Buffs do it!

H() lik!'s Y(lllr 1101111'~. hut he vmnts you
to c:li;!nJ:e it to lib>. 1\iicl you've been
pr.lctic!IIJ: 11,,.,., it ~:OIIIHJs. You both
hcEill with ~Ill eng;JJ'I:IIIcnt cliillllnlld
fro111 our f11w r:olled~r,n. It sparkles
w1th. the racliilllr.e of love. And you
<tdnut you \'/{)n·t 111i~;s heine a lliiSS.

And •.vherever you find a ccn9e•,;•::JI uv.~·-:i -':·t:'ll

fl:1d Cocc1-Cola. For Coca·C.:,In ha5- :·: ..-. ~ ,: ·;,-,,,_.:·:.
ing tmre YQl' ncv~~r get tircci cf. 'i"!·,·~·: -· ~-<.'· ·; !'
go bfllO:' with Coke, t:1ftcr ( ..-\ .. , .. ,. :... ·
'

English J!eather(R)

•f

to t.:c where the
;H.lll;r1 I
v~::~l ".c:huc~~.,·. Very mar;';',J 1n•:. :.11 -!.JiifiPC'~~E LOTIQt·J.
Fr:.r rm·n who
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Bottlld under the authority of The Coce-Cole Com
-.,
Clnclnn•ll Coce-Cola 8CIIIItng Works co '*"'
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Prof Offers New Reading Methods
eagerly devoured.
In his approach, Fader relies
heavily on assuring youngsters
that they will not be criticized for
failure. "If a youngster indicated
fear of mistakes, Fader would give
him a blank journal and urge him
to set down thoughts that would
never be read by anyone, although
he would get credit for the pages
written," says the article. If he
had no thoughts to record, Fader
would let him copy from a magazine or book, just to put words on
paper.
"Results were startling," writes
author Arthur Gordon. "One
youngster laboriously copied an
entire issue of a news magazine
and began asking questions about
topics he'd never even heard of
before. To test Fader's rule on
criticism, another student began
by scrawling obscenities, then satisfied that Fader meant what he said,
he started to copy verse, finally

A young college professor whc
believes that textbooks are "symbols of failure" to an appalling
number of students has discovered
some effective new ways to turn
problem readers into avid ones.
Daniel l<,ader, of the University
of Michigan, feels strongly that
"unless a person associates reading with pleasure he is unlikely to
read at alL" But, in our middleclass-oriented educational system,
he insists that most textbooks tend
to "turn students off." Fader ha::
found that many teachers compound the problem of slow readers
by Ignoring them in favor of the
brighter, college -bound students.
And, to add to the problem, so
many teachers overly correct the
tentative tries at writing - thus
squelching any latent creativity.
Fader's theories were tested
when he was invited to set up an
English curriculum at a Michigan
State Correctional School, the W.
J. Maxey Boys' Training School.
He and the English - teaching
faculty picked 1200 paperback
titles that they thought might interest their youngsters, most of
whom were listed as "non-readers."
Detroit book-and-magazine distributor Ivan Ludington offered to
donate any number of books for
the project, and a Detroit newspaper chipped in with 1 00 free
papers daily.
"\Vhen the first students arrived
at the school," says Fader, "they
were taken to a bright, airy room
filled with revolving racks stocked
with hundreds of colorful paperback books. On the tables were
dozens of current magazines and
newspapers. Each boy was told
that these would be the only materials used in his English classes
and that he could choose any two
books to keep for his own.
"The criterion was simple: not
what might be 'good' for the students to read, but what they might
like to read - and could relate to
their lives." Sports pages, books
that are truly relevant (Black Like
Me, A Raisin In the Sun) all are

XU's Bellman
To Work Abroad in '88
David Hellman has recently
been accepted as a participant in
the 1968 JOBS ABROAD work
program. A student at Xavier University, Hellman will be employed
in a European country for the
summer of 1968.
Hellman will be one of the 1500
students joining the international
work corps of JOBS ABROAD.
All of them will hold salaried job8,
learning and living side by side
with Europeans of many ages and
class backgrounds. Some will do
darm work in Switzerland, wait
on tables in English, Swiss and
French resorts, or package cigarettes in a Belgian factory. Most
will find their jobs require hard
work, but this will be more thari

a
&raduate School or
Professional School
Exam?

In the past five years, ISIS/
ISTC has placed 3200 young people in English, French, German
and other language areas. Positions are also available in such
remote places as Japan and Turkey. Most jobs - in factories, hospitals, construction, restaurants,
hotels, on farms and as camp
counselors, or mothers' helpers pay from $30 to $275 monthly.
There are a few special jobs in
offices and classrooms for those
with necessary skills.

1

o
o
o
o
o
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WASHINGTON'S
BIRTHDAY
CELEBRATION
SALE
-AT-

T~~e Boolc Store
St:udent:

PAPER BACKS
WINDBREAKERS
VIS-ED CARDS
SWEAT SHIRTS
JACKETS
This is a GolJen Opportuni'ly to SAVE
ft10NEY on lhest anJ many other items

Challenge! Opportunity! and Fulfillment!

STORE MANAGEMENT and EXECUTIVE
POSITIONS reached in RECORD TIME!
-WRITE TO:~.

Lync::

SALE DATES:

S.S. Kresge Company
2581 :? i.cclmnnt :o.auJ, :·. Address
~tlanta,

City
KRESGE

I

Union Building

For Honest-to-Goodness Values We Offer
Fabulous Savings on the Followjng Items:

THIS MEANS •.•

J.

direction of Mr. Constantine F.
Soriano.
Performances will be held on the
evenings of Febnmry 16, 17, and
18, at 8:00P.M.
General admission for Variety
'68 is $1.50; Xavier students with
l.D. cards will be admitted for
$1.00.
For tickets, go to the Information Desk in the University Center,
or call 731-2341, extension 364.

SECOND ANNUAL

The S.S. Kresge Company is the fast
est growing major retailer in the work~.
The S.S. Kresge Company hos over
950 stores located in the United States,
Canada, and Puerto Rico.
The S.S. Kresge Company tripled its
sales in the last 9 years and has
doubled its sales in the last 3 years.
!$1,090,000,000-1966)
The S.S. Kresge Company has opened
over 216 K mart Discount Department
Stores since March of 1962.

Biology
0 History
Business
0 Literature
Chemistry
0 Mathematics
Economics
Music
Education
~hllosophy
Engineering (1.95) 0 Physical Ed.
French
Physics
Geography
Psychology
Geology
Sociology
Government
Spanish
Graduate Record Eum (4.00l
Medical College Admission (4.00l
Law School Admission Test (4.001
Dental Aptitude Tests (4.00l
Miller Analogies (4.00)
Graduate Business Admission (4.001
National Teacher's Exam (4.00l
Officer Candidate Tests (4.00)
Prof. Engineer Exam-Chemical (5.00) .
Prof. Engineer Exam-Mechanical (5.00)
or send remittance to

The University Center ofXavier
University will present its second
annual variety show on the weekend of February 16-18 in the University Center 'l11catcr.
.Mr. and l\·It·s. Leo O'Neill will
dit·cct this year's production, which
fcatui·cs talent from Xavier, U.C.,
the Mount, and the Good Samaritan Hospital School of Nursing.
Musical accompaniment will be
provided by members of the Xavier University Band under the

DID YOU KNOW..

All books have complete sample tests
with answers

AT YOUR COLLEGE BOOKSTORE

Variety '68

IVE GRADUATES

OVER 250,000 CANDIDATES
HAVE SUCCEEDED WITH ARCO

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

compensated for by cultural fringe
benefits. They will reap the rewards
of tourism without its drawbacks.
They will earn enough money for
their living and sightseeing expenses, have fun, and polish up a
foreign language.

THI~ MILLCREEK REVOLUTIONARY MARCHING JUG BAND
is one of the acts that will be appearing in Variety '68 February 16,
17, 18.

CAREER
OPPORTUNITY??
UNLIMITED!!!

yourself with an ARCO
Exam Preparation Book

G.R.E. ADVANCED TESTS ($3.95 each)

experimented with word rhymes
and. rhythms of his own."
When Fader's youngsters were
tested later against a matched
group of boys at another similar
school, they showed twice as much
progress in their ability to absorb
what they were reading.
The young teacher's ideas are
catching on. Book distributors in
other cities arc helping to set up
paperback reading rooms in
schools, and the Federal Government is eyeing the program as a
weapon in the war on poverty. A
-year ago Fader began a reading
program at the Kilmer Job Corps
Center in New Jersey.
Daniel Fader believes that many
communities will eventually have
paperback reading rooms in depressed areas, supported by people
who believe as he does that "language is the clothing of life, and
no child should have to go naked
into the world."

Gcorsic

FEBRUARY
19th. th ru 24th.

30J~h

State

Zip Code

1f·JUPITER
~.

IIIEnar:t'J

Divisions of the 5.5. Kresge Company

An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Poverty Weekend at UD;
Appalachia To Be Studied
By GEORGE EDER. News Reporter
Dayton, Xavier, College of Mount
St. Joseph, Villa Madonna, and
Our Lady of Cincinnati College.
Talks and discussions will be
directed by Fr. Lcs Schmidt, Director of Glenmary ~·lissions in the
South; Fr. Albert Bergeron, a re-

Thl.' people and problems of the
Appalachia mountains will be the
subject of a Poverty \\'orkshop to
be conducted at Bergamo Retreat
House in Dayton thiscomingweekend. Feb. 9-11, by students from
five a rca colleges: University of

Drugs See Dec) ine;
Meditate To Blow Mind
NEW YORK, January 22 On scores of college campuses
across the nation, students are
turning away from drugs and substituting transcendental meditation
in their attempt to be "turned-on"·
The motivation for this switch
from drugs to meditation, according to the current issue of Look
magazine, stems from the teachings of a diminutive monk from
India, Maharishi Mahesh Yogi,
who gained instant fame as the
"jet-age guru" who guided the
Beatles off LSD by way of "a new,
non-chemical turn-on."
Maharishi's followers, estimated worldwide at 250,000 with
more than 5,000 on U.S. campuses, claim that meditation has
cummulative results, but the im-

initiation into meditation, I cut
my hair, returned to my family's
house, got a job and registered in
a school for the fall."
About to undergo his initiation,
an 18-year-old stated that transcendental meditation is "supposed
to be like a high and all, but you
don't have to take drugs. You get
a self-satisfied feeling and learn
about yourself. I don't know, but
people who do it seem so happy
and relaxed."

tired diocesan priest working with
St. Michael's Mission in eastern
Kentucky, and several lay volunteers, who have lived and worked
in the Appalachian region during
the past three years. A number of
government officials and others involved in _relief work also have
been invited to provide advice and
help in setting up volunteer programs.
Students from these five colleges
have participated in volunteer mission programs in Appalachia over
the past four years. During the last
semester, the five schools decided
to join more closely together in
their efforts, and thus was born
MICA, the Midwest Intercollegiate
Conference on Appalachia.
The Workshop is a product of
MICA, in an effort to study the
different approaches used in working with the people of Appalachia
through a general perspective of
the people and their needs and an
examination of previous programs
that have failed or proven successful. After this evaluation, an attempt will be made to make a
practical application suitable to
the needs and situation of each
school's program.

To many of the practitioners,
not only does meditation work,
but it works for anything. "Once
you start meditating," one college
co-ed revealed, "you're lots more
likely to make a better choice for
a marriage mate."
.,._______..,.,_ _ _.,.,._,,,,.,.,..• .,.,...,_.,.__,........,...,._..,.....,. ........
,. ,,__..,._..,._.,.,.
...,.,......,_,.,,.,.,__,..,..,,_.,.....,.,_,

mediate effects ~re the release of
tension and more individual
stability.
"One thing that has made people so receptive to Maharishi's
message is hallucinogenic drugs,"
a Yale student is quoted in the
magazine. "After having tried LSD
and having meditated for about
year now, LSD - well - it's just
not real."

a

Another youth reported: "In the
week immediately following my

Forum
Features
Thoma·s Ritt li

Depends on the giant. Actually, some giants are just regular
kinds of guys. Except bigger.
And that can be an advantage.
How? Well, for one thing, you've got more going for
you. Take Ford Motor Company. A giant in an exciting
and vital business. Thinking giant thoughts. About marketing Mustang. Cougar. A city car for the future.
Come to work for this giant and you '11 begin to think
like one.
Because you're dealing with bigger problems, the
consequences, of course, will be greater. Your responsibilities
heavier. That means your experience must be better-more
complete. AnJ so, you '11 get the kind of opportunities only a
giant can give.
Giants 'just naturally seem to attract top professionals.
Men that you '11 be working with, and for. Marketing and
sales pros working hard to accelerate your advancement.
Because there's more to do, you '11learn more. In more

\Vednesday evening, February!·
14, at 8:15 P.M., the Xavier University Forum Series will present ·
Thomas Francis Ritt, speaking on ·1
"Civil Rights and Freedom."
i
Mr. Rill is a coordinator of j
Negotiation Now!, the national i
citizens' campaign for new initiatives to end the war in Viet Nam.
In his lectures and writings, he
emphasizes the relevance of the
social impact of contemporary
religious thought. Active in the
American Civil Liberties Union
and the Catholic Peace Fellowship,
he is former director of the New
Jersey Democratic Council.
Mr. Rill will speak at 8:15Wednesday night in the Armory on
Winding Way. General admission
at the door is $1.50. Students from
any school are admitted for 7£Xi;
and Xavier students are admitted
free with I. D. cards.
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Abraham Lincoln grew his • ing if he grew whisllers "all the
beard at the behest of a little girl ladies would tease their husbands
{rom Westfield, N.Y. A February to vote {ot· you and then you would
Reader's Digest article recalls how be President." Grace's letter hangs
11-year-old Grace Bedell, looking on a wall ol Lincoln's home in
at a photo of candidate Lincoln, Springfield, Ill. His t·eply, a prize
decided that he would look much , collector's item, is owned by 7V
better with ~hisllers. She wrote say- producer David Wolper.
~~-~

• . iC& ••

S

areas. You may handle as many as three different assignments
in your first two years.
·
· You '11 develop a talent for making hard-nosed, imaginative decisions. And you '11 know how these decisions affect
the guts of the operation. At the grass roots. Because you '11
have been there.
·•
If you'd like to be a giant yourself, and you've got
better ideas in marketing and sales, see the man from Ford
when he visits your campus. Or send your resume to Ford
Motor Company, College Recruiting Department.
You and Ford can grow bigger together.

THE AM!RICAN ROAD, DCARBORN, MICHIGAN
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.

it like

to sell
fora giant?

Actually I'm quite big on it.

THOMAS FRANCIS RITT

A college gradtw/e will eam
from $140,000 to $200,000mor~:
than a high-school gmd by ag~:
60, the February Reader's Digest
notes.

The Xavier University chapter of the Society for the Advancement of
Management receives its charter, bringing to five the number of student
chapters now sponsored by the Cincinnati profes~ional chapter of the
Society. From left are Prof. Robert C. Klekamp, Xavier chapter advisor; .
Tim Doyle, Xavier chapter treasurer; Jim Michel, chapter vice-president;
Jerry Wessels, chapter president; Harold Fischer, of Franklin and Marshall College, Lancaster, Pa., President of the University Division of
SAM International, who presented the charter; Robert E. Byrnes, of
Cincinnati Gas and Electric, business advisor to the Xavier chapter.
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